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Introduction

Some years ago now, in the very early 1990s, 
I made what at the time seemed like a rather 
bold prediction.  In my magazine columns, and 

in my Inside Information newsletter, I predicted that 
the commission-based revenue model was already in 
the process of passing away in the financial planning/
financial services world.  Before long, I said, commis-
sions would be replaced by fees paid by clients direct-
ly to their advisors.  
 Going further, I predicted that the still-very-
new AUM revenue model, where advisors and plan-
ners charged their clients a percentage of the client’s 
investible assets, would become the mainstream way 
to collect those fees.
 At the time, I received no small amount of 
pushback from leading professionals, and volumes of 
what can only be described as ‘hate mail’ from pro-
fessional salespeople.  Simply writing those words 
threatened peoples’ comfortable livelihoods, and there 
was a widespread belief that “people will simply not 
pay for financial planning advice.”
 That long-ago prediction turned out better than 
a few of my others.
 About ten years ago, I sensed another change 
coming, and began to talk about a shift away from 
AUM to more direct fee models: chiefly flat fee 
monthly or quarterly “retainers.”  However, this time 
I expected the profession to migrate to more diverse 
structures, recognizing that the Garrett Network advi-
sors were charging hourly and project-based fees, and 
the founders of the XY Planning Network were start-
ing to talk about monthly subscription-based fees for 
younger clients.  
 Once again, the response in the profession was 
less than enthusiastic.
 I won’t labor over the arguments for these 
emerging fee models; you know them already.  There 
are conflicts of interest built into the AUM model that 
don’t exist when clients are paying for planning advice 
directly.  Not everybody wants to turn their investible 
assets over to a professional.  The AUM model gives 
the impression that clients are paying for asset man-
agement (increasingly a commodity) rather than the 
financial planning advice (which has the potential to 
change lives).  Advisors who are paid under AUM take 
a pay cut when the markets go down, precisely when 
they have to work harder to communicate with and 

reassure clients.  
 And most importantly, only people who have 
already accumulated $250,000 or $1 million or what-
ever minimum is set will be able to pay for planning 
services under an AUM model.  It is an understate-
ment to say that this is not the majority of the human 
population—and any aspiring profession needs to 
make itself available to all who need its services.  
 Every one of these sentences could be turned 
into an essay—and I have done this a few times my-
self.
 But however strong the argument, that more 
recent prediction of mine has not (another understate-
ment) been vindicated in the marketplace.  As you’ll 
see a few pages hence, financial planning profession-
als are still paid primarily by a percentage of client 
investible assets.  I haven’t received nearly the hate 
mail as my earlier prediction, but the tone of the 
push-back has been somewhat bewildered.  A typical 
response might be: “I’m paying my bills, my business 
is healthy, my clients are happy, and I feel like I share 
market risk alongside my clients.  And now you’re 
telling me I should consider changing my model.  
Why?” 
 This report is my attempt to better understand 
the current fee models in the financial planning mar-
ketplace, and to help you, the reader, not only see how 
other people are charging their clients, but also to see 
if there are any signs of change that you need to be 
aware of.  
 And perhaps this report will also provide data 
that would prove useful should you consider a fee 
model shift in the future.  For example, if you did 
decide to charge by the hour—or if you were trying to 
assess how much internal cost was going into the work 
you were doing for clients who were paying on a flat 
fee basis—what would be a consensus hourly value of 
a senior advisor/founder’s time, and that of a junior or 
associate advisor?  
 You’ll find that data here, not only the medi-
an for the entire sample of 1,037 respondents to the 
survey, but also broken down by years of experience, 
by size of firm and by business model (fee-only vs. 
dually-registered).  
 Another graph shows the full spectrum of 
responses to that deceptively simple question, and I 
think the range will surprise you.
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 There is a great deal of data here, ranging from 
the median fee charged for an initial financial plan (for 
the full sample and broken down by the same catego-
ries alluded to earlier) to the spectrum of percentage 
AUM fees that the survey respondents charge on 
portfolio sizes ranging from $250,000 to $5 million.  I 
have tried to make every data point as accessible and 
useful as possible, breaking it down into many read-
able charts, with commentary that explores what the 
data in the charts would seem to suggest about how 
your peers in our profession are paid for their many 
valuable services.

 As you read this, I hope you will share my 
gratitude for the sponsorship provided by E*TRADE 
Advisor Services on behalf of its custodial platform, 
and First Trust, on behalf of its investment options.
 Let me wish you a pleasant journey through 
the 2020 Inside Information Fee Report, whether or 
not you eventually decide to validate my second pre-
diction.
   BobVeres
            Inside Information 
       http://www.bobveres.com
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Demographics of the Survey Participants

This survey collected useable responses from 
1,037 advisors during the months of May and 
June.  Requests were sent to subscribers of the 

Inside Information service, and a larger database of 
advisors who have downloaded a fee survey conduct-
ed in 2007.  Later, a request was sent out through the 
Advisor Perspectives online service.  

 The reader can see (immediate right) the 
breakdown of survey participants by business model; 
just over two-thirds of the people who provided their 
information self-identified as fee-only advisors, while 
just under 30% identified as dually-registered—de-
fined as charging fees to clients, but also earning some 
commission revenue.  The latter group obviously 
encompasses a broad range, from those who earn more 
than 90% of their income from fees with a few dol-
lars in term life commissions on the side, to advisors 
whose life and annuity sales make up a significant part 
of their revenues.  As you’ll see, some of the questions 
in the survey attempted to parse out these compensa-
tion distinctions, but they were not asked up-front.
 A very small fraction of the survey participants 
self-identified as brokerage or wirehouse represen-
tatives.  The reader should keep in mind, when data 
is presented about brokers, that it is coming from a 
limited number of responses.

Survey	Participants	by	Business	Model

Fee-Only: Dually-Registered: Wirehouse/Brokerage:

67.98%

29.99%

2.03%

Survey	Participants	by	Years	of	Experience

1-5	years	 6-8	years		 9-10	years		 11-15	years		 16-20	years		 20+	years		

3.66% 4.63%
4.82%

12.54%

15.33%
59.02%

Survey	Participants	by	Firm	Size	
(annual	revenues)

$100,000-250,000 $250,000-$500,000 $500,000-$1	million

1-2	million $2-3	million $3-4	million

$4-5	million $5+	million

15.62%

16.68%

20.15%
19.77%

9.55%

3.18%

2.99%
12.05%
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We also asked advisors about their years of 
experience in the planning/advisory pro-
fession.  The second graph shows this very 
different breakdown of the survey partici-
pants; they tended to be among the most ex-
perienced advisors in the marketplace, with 
more than half reporting 20+ years of expe-
rience, and another 15% with 16-20 years 
in the profession.  But the survey managed 
to gather data from the full spectrum of 
experience, from 1-5 years (3.66% of the 
respondents), to 6-8 years (4.63%), to 9-10 
years (4.82%), to 11-15 years (12.54%).  It 
was determined that these percentages were 
enough to provide meaningful data in some 
of the charts breaking down responses by 
this vector.

The third graph (immediate right) shows the per-
centage of participants who work at different size 
firms—and again we see a representative sample.  
Rather than ask the usual determinant of size—
assets under management—we thought it would 
be more accurate to measure size by annual top-
line revenues, ranging from very small firms to 
advisory firms that earn than $5 million a year.  
Collecting data in this way makes it possible for 
firms that don’t charge their clients via AUM 
(which turned out to be a nontrivial number of re-
spondents) to participate in many of the questions 
in this survey.
 This demographic information was help-
ful when we were trying to determine differenc-
es in fee models and other data between small, 
midsize and larger firms.   

 In all, it appears that the survey a reasonably representative sampling of the financial planning/adviso-
ry profession in the U.S. marketplace, skewed to some extent toward fee-only advisors, and to advisors with 
greater levels of experience.
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Part 1: The Initial Financial Plan

We begin our analysis of fee structures in the U.S. planning/advisory market by focusing on wheth-
er—and how much—the population of advisory firms charge for creating the initial financial plan 
for their clients.  The survey instrument asked participants, straightforwardly, how much their firm 

typically charges for this financial plan at the beginning of the client relationship.

 The most interesting piece of data, seen in the 
first graph (immediate right), is that almost half of 
the total sample does NOT charge for the initial plan.  
The columns and rows below show the percentage of 
respondents who charge various prices, ranging from 
less than $1,000 (a nontrivial 5.40% of the sample) 
to more than $20,000 (a very small 0.19% of the total 
respondents).  The most popular answer, with 9.16% 
of the total, was an almost certain loss leader amount 
of between $1,000 and $1,500.  The second most pop-
ular response (9.06%) also happened to be the median 
response: between $2,500 and $3,000. 

				How	Much	Do	You	Typically	Charge
								for	an	Initial	Financial	Plan?
	I	don't	charge	for	it 48.51%
	Less	than	$1,000 5.40%
	$1,000-$1,500 9.16%
	$1,500-$2000 5.59%
	$2,000-$2,500 6.17%
	$2,500-$3,000 9.06%
	$3,000-$4,000 6.85%
	$4,000-$5,000 4.44%
	$5,000-$7,000 3.09%
	$7,000-$10,000 0.87%
	$10,000-$15,000 0.58%
	$15,000-$20,000 0.10%
	$20,000+ 0.19%
Median	Initial	Fee: $2,500-$3,000

																Initial	Planning	Fee Median %	Don't	Charge
													By	Firm	Revenue	Model Fee For	Initial	Plan
	AUM	Fees $2,500-$3,000 52.12%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers $2,500-$3,000 48.08%
	Hourly $2,000-$2,500 9.52%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees $2,500-$3,000 37.50%
	Combination	of	the	Above $2,500-$3,000 22.92%
	Commissions $2,000-$2,500 63.64%

 Later, the reader will see that we asked the 
survey participants about their primary revenue model 
(that is, how they charge the majority of their clients), 
and we pulled that data into the next chart (see below).  
The question we were trying to answer can be phrased 
simply as: do advisors who charge primarily by AUM 
charge less for the initial planning work (making it, 
perhaps a loss leader) than, say, an advisor whose pri-
mary fee model is flat monthly or quarterly retainers, 
hourly or monthly fees?
 The figures under “median fee” are taken from 
those survey participants who actually do charge a fee, 
and there seems to be surprisingly little variation in 
what advisors charge for the up-front planning work.  

$2,500-$3,000 was the most popular response, and the 
cohort that one might believe would charge a higher 
up-front fee—advisors who bill by the hour—actually 
reported a median up-front planning fee lower than 
the others: $2,000-$2,500.  It is perhaps less surprising 
that advisors who primarily charge commissions for 
their services also charge a slightly lower median fee 
than their fee-compensated competitors.
 The final column in this chart might be of 
some interest; it shows the percentage of advisors, 
broken down by their fee models, who do NOT charge 
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for the initial plan.  Once again, it may not be surpris-
ing that commission-compensated advisors are least 
likely to charge for the initial planning work (just over 
63% reported that they do not), and more than half 
of advisors who are compensated primarily via asset 
under management (AUM) fees apparently wrap their 
compensation for the initial planning work into their 
quarterly collection of a percentage of client assets.
 More than a third of advisors who primarily 
charge monthly subscription fees to their clients (a 
model pioneered by the XY Planning Network) don’t 

																Initial	Planning	Fee Median %	Don't	Charge
													By	Years	of	Experience Fee For	Initial	Plan

1-5	years	 $2,500-$3,000 34.21%
6-8	years		 $2,500-$3,000 60.42%
9-10	years		 $2,000-$2,500 62.00%
11-15	years		 $2,500-$3,000 50.77%
16-20	years		 $2,500-$3,000 45.28%
20+	years		 $2,500-$3,000 47.71%

charge for the initial planning work, and almost half 
of advisors who charge monthly/quarterly retainers are 
similarly shy about charging for the up-front financial 
plan.  
 Hourly planners were the least likely to not 
charge for the planning work, but the fact that just 
under 10% of them don’t may be one of the most 
puzzling results of the survey.  One wonders: what, 
exactly, DOES this small percentage of hourly-com-
pensated advisors charge for if not the analysis of a 
client’s situation in the initial series of meetings?

 We broke down the median 
fee and percentage of respondents 
who don’t charge for the initial 
financial plan by all of the demo-
graphic categories, to see if, for 
example, less experienced plan-
ners/advisors were charging less 
than more experienced advisors, 
or whether fee-only planners were 
more or less likely to charge for the 
initial financial plan than dual-
ly-registered advisors, or whether 
there were any significant differ-
ences among firms of different 
sizes.
 What did we find?  There 
seems to be little difference in the 
median up-front fee charged by ad-
visors of different experience lev-
els and firm sizes.  It appears that 
smaller firms charge a bit less than 
their larger peers, and it’s possible 
that the slightly higher median fee 
charged by firms with between $4 
millions and $5 million of annual 
revenues is an artifact of a smaller 
sample size for that cohort.
 In the business model 
breakdown—the middle chart—we 

																Initial	Planning	Fee Median %	Don't	Charge
																By	Business	Model Fee For	Initial	Plan

Fee-Only $2,500-$3,000 39.86%
Dually-Registered $2,000-$2,500 42.77%

Brokerage/Wirehouse $1,000-$1,500 90.48%

																Initial	Planning	Fee Median %	Don't	Charge
					By	Size	of	Firm	(top-line	revenues) Fee For	Initial	Plan

$100,000-$250,000 $2,000-$2,500 33.33%
$250,000-$500,000 $2,500-$3,000 45.09%
$500,000-$1	million $2,500-$3,000 39.23%

$1-2	million $2,500-$3,000 52.68%
$2-3	million $2,500-$3,000 54.55%
$3-4	million $2,500-$3,000 60.61%
$4-5	million $3,000-$4,000 64.52%
$5+	million $2,500-$3,000 69.60%

see that fee-only advisors tend to charge a somewhat 
higher fee than dually-registered advisors, and the 
brokerage reps—the small number who actually do 
charge an up-front fee—charge less still, an amount 
that either reflects a perfunctory review of a client’s 
financial situation or a loss leader to sell products.

 There is more variation in the last column of 
the three charts.  What stands out is the fact that only 
one-third of the least experienced advisors fail to 
charge for the initial financial plan—or, to put it anoth-
er way, two-thirds of them DO take this opportunity to 
charge for their services.  That compares with between 
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 How much staff time are advisory firms spend-
ing to create these initial plans that they are—or are 
not—charging for?  Later in the survey, the reader will 
see that we asked respondents to tell us how much 
they believe an hour of a senior and junior associate 
advisor’s time is worth.  If we know the hourly value 
of the people who do the initial planning work, we can 
compare that to the amount that they report charging 
for an initial financial plan, and arrive at an approxi-
mate number of hours spent on that plan.  (Note that 
this comparison is only made for the subset of respon-
dents who told us what they charge for the up-front 
plan, and leaves out those who don’t charge an initial 
planning fee.)
 To make the calculation, we divided the puta-
tive time spent on a plan equally between a senior and 
an associate advisor.  We then calculated how many 
total hours each respondent would have spent on the 
plan, based on what that respondent was charging 
for the plan, and what that respondent reported as the 
value of a senior and associate advisor’s time.
 As the reader can see, the median time “cost” 
for producing a plan was 10.5 hours.  However, the 
calculations resulted in an extraordinarily large range, 
from 2.25 hours on the low end to 40 hours for one 
advisory firm on the high end.
 The next chart shows a spectrum of time spent: 
8.78% of the respondents appear to be spending less 
than 5 hours on the initial plan for their clients; a high-
er percentage spend 5-7 hours, while the most popular 
responses were 7-10 hours of staff time, and 10-15 
hours.  

45% and 62% of more experienced advisors who don’t 
charge an up-front planning fee.
 Fee-only planners are more likely to charge 
up-front fees than dually-registered advisors, and an 
up-front planning fee is virtually nonexistent among 
wirehouse brokers.
 The most interesting spectrum is found when 
we looked at firms of different sizes.  Here, you see 
a progression where the smallest firms are the most 

likely to charge for a financial plan, and the largest 
(and presumably the most established) firms are least 
likely.  There are a variety of ways to interpret this, 
but perhaps the most straightforward is that firms that 
have been around the longest are least in the habit of 
charging for the up-front planning work.  This might 
suggest that newer firms are charging for work that 
older firms are not, which might indicate an emerging 
trend in the profession toward, increasingly, assessing 
an up-front planning fee for new clients.

Median	Hours	to	produce	an	initial	financial	plan: 10.5
(assumes	50%	of	the	work	each	by	senior	and	associate	planners)

Range	(Hrs.) 2.25-40

											Spectrum	of	Time	Required
												to	Create	a	Financial	Plan
													(all	survey	participants)

Less	than	5	hours: 8.78%
5-7	hours 13.97%
7-10	hours 21.76%
10-15	hours 27.94%
15-20	hours 14.77%
20-30	hours 8.78%
30+	hours 3.99%

																Median	Hours	Required
														to	Create	a	Financial	Plan
															by	Years	of	Experience

1-5	years	 8.75
6-8	years		 9.33
9-10	years		 10.69
11-15	years		 10.13
16-20	years		 20.36
20+	years		 16.04

 A relatively small number of respondents, 
based on the value of their time and what they charge 
for an initial financial plan, spend more than 20 hours 
on a client’s initial plan.
 Does this change based on an advisors years of 
experience?  This produced a very interesting result.  
Based on our survey results, advisors with less expe-
rience spent less time producing the initial plan, while 
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	Do	you	raise	the	initial	planning	fee	
	for	more	complex	clients?

Yes 76.97%
No 23.03%

advisors with more experience spent more time.  The 
spectrum from youngest to oldest advisors produced 
a very consistent result, which might be interesting in 
several ways.  Either younger advisors have embraced 
more technology and are therefore more efficient than 

their more experienced counterparts in analyzing the 
initial client situation, or more experienced advisors 
are dealing, on average, with more complex clients 
who require more staff time to produce the initial 
financial analyses.

 Finally, we asked whether the respondents will 
raise the initial planning fee if they encounter clients 
whose financial situations are more complex than the 
standard that they’re accustomed to working with.  
Not surprisingly, more than three quarters will, but one 
wonders why this didn’t produce a 100% response.  
 This, plus earlier data on the time spent on the 
up-front plan, plus the relatively modest median up-
front fee that advisors are charging, all lead to a simple 
conclusion: for most (though certainly not all) adviso-
ry firms, the fees they charge for the initial financial 
plan appears to be a loss-leader, a way to get the client 
in the fold with relatively little up-front financial pain.  
And it is helpful to remember that nearly half of the 
respondents don’t charge for that initial plan at all—
basically giving away a median internal cost of more 
than 10 hours of the firm’s time, almost certainly in 
hopes of making up that sunk cost over the lifespan of 
the client relationship.

 How do they collect their compensation from 
clients on an ongoing basis?  Let’s turn to the next 
section and find out.
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Part 2: Fee Structures and Revenue Models

Now that we’ve explored the profession’s approach to charging (or not) for the initial planning work at 
the start of the client engagement, we can turn to the revenue model for ongoing service over the life of 
the client relationship.  The question we sought to answer in this section is: can we find any indication 

that advisory firms are moving away from the AUM revenue model?  If so, what alternative models have be-
come attractive?
 Throughout the survey, a number of questions asked about different aspects of charging AUM fees, and 
because those questions would not apply to certain respondents, we inserted the possible response:  “I do not 
charge my clients by AUM.”  

9

 As the reader can see, when those negative 
responses were collected and checked against each 
other, the survey found that 13.83% of advisory firms 
do not charge AUM fees for the services they provide 
to clients.  This is almost certainly a higher percentage 
than a similar survey would have found five years ago.

 Advisors were also asked for the revenue mod-
el that they apply to the majority of their best clients—
their primary way of charging clients, even if there are 
exceptions (which were explored in later questions).  
The predominant model in the profession—with 
72.90% of survey responses—is AUM fees.  There 
seems to be a trend toward flat monthly/quarterly 
retainer fees; almost 14% of the advisory firms in this 
survey are now charging in this way, while a much 
smaller percentage are primarily charging by the hour 
for their services (2.03%), or primarily by monthly 
subscription fees (0.77%).  Another 9.26% are using 
some combination of the four possible fee revenue 
models, and a small sliver of the sample (1.06%) are 
primarily compensated via commissions. 

						%	of	Total	Survey	Respondents
						Who	Do	Not	Charge	AUM: 13.83%

	Revenue	model	for	the	majority	of	their	best	clients
																														(total	sample)
	AUM	Fees 72.90%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 13.98%
	Hourly 2.03%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.77%
	Combination	of	the	Above 9.26%
	Commissions 1.06%
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										Revenue	Model	by	Years	in	the	Business
1-5	years	

	AUM	Fees 52.63%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 23.68%
	Hourly 7.89%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 7.89%
	Combination	of	the	Above 7.89%
	Commissions 0.00%

6-8	years		
	AUM	Fees 68.75%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 27.08%
	Hourly 0.00%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.00%
	Combination	of	the	Above 4.17%
	Commissions 0.00%

9-10	years		
	AUM	Fees 66.00%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 28.00%
	Hourly 2.00%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.00%
	Combination	of	the	Above 2.00%
	Commissions 2.00%

11-15	years		
	AUM	Fees 65.38%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 20.00%
	Hourly 3.08%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 2.31%
	Combination	of	the	Above 7.69%
	Commissions 1.54%

16-20	years		
	AUM	Fees 73.58%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 14.47%
	Hourly 2.52%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.00%
	Combination	of	the	Above 8.18%
	Commissions 1.26%

20+	years		
	AUM	Fees 76.47%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 9.80%
	Hourly 1.47%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.33%
	Combination	of	the	Above 10.95%
	Commissions 0.98%

 The reader might be curious whether newer 
advisors favor different revenue models than more 
experienced ones.  The next chart, entitled “Revenue 
Model by Years in the Business,” shows that there 
is indeed an interesting disparity.  Across the board, 
more experienced advisors were more likely the rely 
primarily on AUM fees as their revenue model; only 
52.63% of advisors with fewer than five years in the 
business reported that they mostly charge AUM for 
their best clients, compared with 73.58% of advisors 
who have been in business for 16 to 20 years, and 
76.47% of advisors with 20+ years of experience.  
 There are several ways to interpret this; it’s 
possible that younger advisors are moving away from 
the AUM model.  It is also possible that more expe-
rienced advisors are working with wealthier or older 
(or both) clients, who are accustomed to the AUM fee 
structure.
 As we saw in the earlier chart, the flat monthly/
quarterly retainer model appears to be the emerging 
alternative to AUM, and there seems to be a decrease 
in popularity for this model as advisors become more 
experienced.  Beyond that, it’s interesting to note that 
a much higher percentage of advisors with 1-5 years of 
experience are utilizing an hourly and subscription fee 
model than their more experienced cohorts.  Indeed, it 
seems as if there is some fee experimentation going on 
among the newest advisors to the profession.
 Finally, note that the advisors in the three high-
est experience categories are most likely to be utilizing 
a combination fee structure in their businesses.  We’ll 
explore this in more detail later, but let’s hypothesize 
that more experienced advisors, who may be working 
at larger firms, are beginning to introduce flexibility 
into their fee structures in order to reach beyond the 
marketplace of individuals who have achieved enough 
wealth to qualify for the AUM fee structure. 
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																		Revenue	Model	by	Business	Model
										Fee-Only
	AUM	Fees 67.94%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 19.01%
	Hourly 2.98%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.71%
	Combination	of	the	Above 9.36%
	Commissions 0.00%
					Dually-Registered
	AUM	Fees 83.60%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 3.22%
	Hourly 0.00%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.96%
	Combination	of	the	Above 9.65%
	Commissions 2.57%
								Brokerage/Wirehouse
	AUM	Fees 80.95%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 4.76%
	Hourly 0.00%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.00%
	Combination	of	the	Above 0.00%
	Commissions 14.29%

 How do fee-only advisors compare with 
dually-registered advisors and reps?  The chart 
at the right shows that only about two-thirds of 
fee-only advisors are compensated primarily by 
AUM fees, which is surely an interesting number 
and perhaps indicates a trend in this particular 
professional cohort.  More than 80% of dual-
ly-registered advisors and brokerage/wirehouse 
reps are compensated primarily by AUM fees.  
The other fee-only advisors—more than 19% of 
the sample—are primarily charging their clients 
flat monthly or quarterly “retainer” fees, and 
roughly 3% are charging hourly.  Almost 10% of 
both fee-only and dually-registered advisors are 
using a combination of fee structures for their 
most important clients, while 14% the brokerage/
wirehouse respondents are primarily compensated 
by commissions.
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																		Revenue	Model	by	Size	of	the	Firm
										$100,000-250,000
	AUM	Fees 44.44%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 25.31%
	Hourly 10.49%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 3.09%
	Combination	of	the	Above 14.20%
	Commissions 2.47%
										$250,000-$500,000
	AUM	Fees 68.21%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 22.54%
	Hourly 0.00%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.00%
	Combination	of	the	Above 7.51%
	Commissions 1.73%
										$500,000-$1	million
	AUM	Fees 74.16%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 12.92%
	Hourly 0.00%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.48%
	Combination	of	the	Above 11.48%
	Commissions 0.96%
												$1-2	million
	AUM	Fees 80.49%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 12.20%
	Hourly 0.00%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.00%
	Combination	of	the	Above 6.83%
	Commissions 0.49%

								Revenue	Model	by	Size	of	the	Firm	(cont.)
												$2-3	million
	AUM	Fees 80.81%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 6.06%
	Hourly 2.02%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.00%
	Combination	of	the	Above 11.11%
	Commissions 0.00%
												$3-4	million
	AUM	Fees 90.91%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 6.06%
	Hourly 0.00%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.00%
	Combination	of	the	Above 3.03%
	Commissions 0.00%
												$4-5	million
	AUM	Fees 87.10%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 3.23%
	Hourly 0.00%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 0.00%
	Combination	of	the	Above 9.68%
	Commissions 0.00%
												$5+	million
	AUM	Fees 87.20%
	Flat	Monthly/Quarterly	Retainers 3.20%
	Hourly 1.60%
	Subscription	(Monthly)	Fees 1.60%
	Combination	of	the	Above 5.60%
	Commissions 0.80%

 When we break down the fee structures by size of firm (above), we find a pattern very similar to what 
we saw in the ‘years of experience’ charts: the smaller firms are much less likely to rely on AUM fees than the 
larger ones, and are more likely to be utilizing other alternative fee structures—especially the flat monthly re-
tainer model.  Also: you only see the subscription fee model among the smallest advisory practices.  The largest 
firms, meanwhile, are predominately charging AUM fees for their ongoing services to clients.
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	Do	you	have	a	different	revenue	model	for	some	clients	than	for	others?
																																																		(total	sample)
	All	clients	AUM	only 37.01%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 2.51%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 1.08%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.60%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 33.17%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 13.41%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 6.35%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 5.27%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.60%

 Recall that the previous charts asked survey 
participants to select their primary revenue model for 
their best or most important clients.  The next set of 
questions was designed to peek under the hood, so to 
speak, and see whether advisory firms are offering al-
ternatives to their primary revenue model for different 
clients.  
 Here, we found a surprise.  When asked: “Do 
you have a different revenue model for some clients 
than for others?” only 37% of the respondents report-
ed that they charge only AUM fees for all clients. (See 
chart below.)  This is certainly a lower percentage than 
a similar survey would have uncovered five years ago, 
and looking further down the chart, the migratory path 
becomes clear.  Just over 33% of advisors are now 
charging AUM for some clients, flat monthly/quarterly 

fees to others.  Another roughly 13.5% of firms are 
charging AUM supplemented by hourly (presumably 
project-based) fees, and 6.35% of firms seem to be 
experimenting with the subscription fee model, pre-
sumably for younger clients who otherwise wouldn’t 
meet their minimums.
 For advisors who don’t charge AUM, the most 
popular combination was monthly/quarterly “retainer” 
fees coupled with hourly fees (5.27%), presumably for 
project work.  It is perhaps surprising that flat month-
ly/quarterly fees are far more popular as a supplement 
to AUM fees (once again, probably as a way to ac-
commodate non-wealthy prospects) than as a primary 
revenue model.  Only 2.51% of the respondents report 
that they rely exclusively on the flat monthly/quarterly 
“retainer” fee model.
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																				Blended	Revenue	Model	by	Years	in	the	Business
1-5	years	

	All	clients	AUM	only 20.69%
	All	clients	flat	monthly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 3.45%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.00%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 31.03%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 17.24%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 13.79%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 6.90%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 6.90%

6-8	years		
	All	clients	AUM	only 23.26%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 9.30%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 2.33%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 39.53%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 6.98%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 11.63%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 6.98%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.00%

9-10	years		
	All	clients	AUM	only 36.84%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 5.26%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 2.63%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.00%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 28.95%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 10.53%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 7.89%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 7.89%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.00%

 What do we see if we break this data down 
by years of experience?  The charts (below and next 
page) show that advisors with less experience are 
much less likely to rely exclusively on AUM revenues 
than advisors with more; the percentage rises from 

20.69% of the least experienced advisors to more 
than 42% for advisors with more than 20 years of 
experience.  The combination of AUM and flat retain-
ers seems to be popular across all experience levels, 
consistently representing the model for about a third 
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													Blended	Revenue	Model	by	Years	in	the	Business	(Cont.)
11-15	years		

	All	clients	AUM	only 30.19%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 5.66%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 2.83%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.94%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 32.08%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 13.21%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 7.55%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 6.60%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.94%

16-20	years		
	All	clients	AUM	only 31.45%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 1.61%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 0.81%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.81%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 33.87%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 13.71%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 10.48%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 7.26%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.00%

20+	years		
	All	clients	AUM	only 42.02%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 1.41%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 0.61%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.40%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 33.13%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 13.94%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 4.04%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 4.04%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.40%

of respondents.   Experienced advisors seem to be a bit 
more likely to mix AUM and hourly fees.  Across all 
but one of the age categories, a mixture of hourly and 
subscription fees was rare; it may be that for estab-
lished advisors, these are incompatible revenue mod-
els; that is, advisors who charge subscription fees are 
unlikely to also impose hourly charges, and vice versa.
 It is notable, however, that among the least 

experienced advisors, the subscription/hourly combi-
nation (6.90%) was more popular than subscription 
fees only (0%).  Younger advisors--and, perhaps, 
smaller firms--once again appear to be experimenting 
with their revenue models, while more experienced 
advisors may be adding pure subscription fees as an 
accommodation to less wealthy prospects and younger 
clients.    
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																																Blended	Model	by	Business	Model
Fee-Only

	All	clients	AUM	only 32.74%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 3.56%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 1.60%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.71%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 36.65%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 11.57%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 5.16%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 7.30%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.71%
						Dually-Registered
	All	clients	AUM	only 44.83%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 0.38%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.38%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 26.05%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 18.01%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 8.81%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 1.15%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.38%

Wirehouse
	All	clients	AUM	only 66.67%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.00%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 25.00%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 0.00%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 8.33%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 0.00%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.00%

 When the same data is broken out by business 
model (below), we see that fee-only advisors are least 
likely to rely on an AUM-only model; the number 
there is a surprisingly low 32.7%, compared with 
44.83% for dually-registered advisors and two-thirds 
of wirehouse-affiliated respondents.  Fee-only advisors 
are quite a bit more likely to combine AUM with flat 

monthly/quarterly fees (36.65%) than dually-regis-
tered advisors (26.05% and wirehouse reps (25.00%).  
And though the numbers may be small, fee-only re-
spondents were much more likely to work with clients 
on a flat monthly quarterly fee basis (3.56%) than du-
ally-registered advisors (0.38%) or wirehouse brokers 
(0%).
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																								Blended	Revenue	Model	by	Size	of	the	Firm
						$100,000-$250,000
	All	clients	AUM	only 17.83%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 3.88%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 5.43%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.78%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 27.91%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 14.73%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 10.08%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 16.28%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 3.10%
						$250,000-$500,000
	All	clients	AUM	only 32.64%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 4.86%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.69%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 31.25%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 15.97%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 6.94%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 7.64%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.00%
						$500,000-$1	million
	All	clients	AUM	only 34.52%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 1.79%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.60%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 35.12%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 16.67%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 5.95%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 4.76%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.60%
						$1-2	million
	All	clients	AUM	only 37.57%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 1.73%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.58%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 37.57%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 15.03%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 6.36%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 1.16%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.00%

 The same data broken out 
by the size of the respondent’s firm 
(right, and next page) shows that 
the smallest firms are least likely 
to rely on AUM exclusively, and 
the differences are striking; only 
17.83% of the smallest firms report 
that they follow an AUM-only fee 
structure, while the largest firms are 
59.09% and 57.45% AUM-only.
  
 At all sizes, we see a sig-
nificant number of firms charging 
AUM for some clients, flat month-
ly/quarterly fees for others, sug-
gesting that firms of all sizes are 
adapting their fee models to clients 
who may not be able to meet their 
AUM minimums.  This is rein-
forced by small but not insignifi-
cant percentages of firms—even 
larger ones—who have incorporat-
ed monthly subscription fees, possi-
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																	Blended	Revenue	Model	by	Size	of	the	Firm	(cont.)
						$2-3	million
	All	clients	AUM	only 45.95%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 4.05%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 1.35%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.00%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 32.43%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 10.81%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 5.41%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 0.00%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.00%
						$3-4	million
	All	clients	AUM	only 50.00%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.00%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 40.00%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 10.00%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.00%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 0.00%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.00%
						$4-5	million
	All	clients	AUM	only 59.09%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 0.00%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 36.36%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 4.55%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.00%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 0.00%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.00%
						$5+	million
	All	clients	AUM	only 57.45%
	All	clients	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	only 0.00%
	All	clients	hourly	fees	only 1.06%
	All	clients	subscription	fees	only 1.06%
	AUM	for	some,	flat	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 28.72%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others 4.26%
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 5.32%
	Hourly	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others 2.13%
	Hourly	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others 0.00%

bly as a way to allow their younger 
advisors to provide services to their 
younger peers.  

 In general, the firms under 
$2 million in revenues tend to be 
considerably more eclectic in their 
fee arrangements than the larger 
(and presumably more established) 
firms, which once again might sug-
gest that emerging advisory firms 
are pioneering fee structures which 
will become more prevalent in the 
future.
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	Has	the	Pandemic-related	market	uncertainty
	caused	you	to	rethink	your	AUM	revenue	model?
	(asked	of	advisors	who	say	they	only	charge	AUM)

No: 89.30%
Yes: 10.70%

 Do have different revenue models for
	different	clients	because	you	need	a	different
 model to serve unwealthy or younger clients?
	(asked	of	all	advisors	who	have	different	models)

No: 56.19%
Yes: 43.81%

 Do have different revenue models for
	different	clients	because	you	need	a	different
 model to serve unwealthy or younger clients?
	(Sampling	from	advisors	who	charge
	AUM	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others)

No: 39.35%
Yes 60.65%

 Do have different revenue models for
	different	clients	because	you	need	a	different
 model to serve unwealthy or younger clients?
	(Sampling	from	advisors	who	charge
	AUM	for	some	clients,	hourly	for	others)

No: 36.61%
Yes: 63.39%

 Do have different revenue models for
	different	clients	because	you	need	a	different
 model to serve unwealthy or younger clients?
	(Sampling	from	advisors	who	charge
	AUM	for	some	clients,	subscription	fees	for	others)

No: 20.75%
Yes: 79.25%

 Following up on our data concerning blended 
revenue models, we asked several yes/no questions to 
illustrate issues that we thought the reader might be 
interested in.  Has the Pandemic-related uncertainty 
in the markets caused advisory firms to rethink their 
AUM revenue models?  This question was asked only 
of respondents who rely on AUM-only revenues, and 
only about 11% of the sample has been reconsidering.

 Earlier, we hypothesized that advisory firms 
had developed alternatives to AUM (notably the 
monthly/quarterly flat fee “retainers” or the monthly 
subscriptions) as a way to accommodate less wealthy 
or younger clients.  We asked this question straightfor-
wardly, and although fewer than 50% of respondents 
answered ‘yes’ (43.81%), it is clear that a large plu-
rality of advisory firms have moved away from pure 
AUM in order to serve the ‘blue ocean’ of people who 
have not accumulated AUM minimums.

 As a followup, we applied that question only 
to advisors who charge a combination of AUM and 
monthly/quarterly flat fees, and here we found that this 
was indeed the motivation for a majority of them.  

 The same was true for advisors who charge 
AUM plus hourly, by an even larger margin, and the 
margin was larger still for advisors who charge via 
AUM for some clients, and who charge subscription 
fees for others.  These are not primary fee structures, 
but accommodations that will allow the advisors to 
serve a broader, more eclectic clientele.
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 Do have different revenue models for
	different	clients	because	your	wealthiest	clients
  prefer an alternative to AUM?
	(asked	of	all	advisors	who	have	different	models)

No: 86.56%
Yes: 13.44%

 Do have different revenue models for
	different	clients	because	your	wealthiest	clients
  prefer an alternative to AUM?
	(Sampling	from	advisors	who	charge
	AUM	for	some,	monthly/quarterly	fees	for	others)

No: 74.01%
Yes: 25.99%

 What about on the other end of the client 
wealth spectrum?  Are advisors adopting different 
revenue models for different clients because their 
wealthiest clients prefer an alternative to AUM?  Only 
13.44% answered in the affirmative, but this does 
appear to be the reason why more than a tenth of all 
advisors have made the adaptation.  

 When we applied the same question to ad-
visors who charge AUM for some clients, monthly/
quarterly fees for others, we found that more than a 
quarter of respondents answered “yes.”  Non-AUM 
fee structures are an emerging accommodation, not as 
a way to reach out to less-wealthy clients, but because 
some clients who meet the AUM minimums prefer it.  
Will that become a trend in the future?

 In the past 5 years, have you converted a high
	number	of	clients	from	AUM	to	a	different	model?
	No	Change: 92.06%
	Converted	to	Hourly 0.21%
	Converted	to	Monthly/Quarterly	Fees 5.04%
	Converted	to	Subscription	fees 1.29%
	Converted	to	Combination	of	all	three 1.39%

 In the next two to five years, do you plan to
	change	from	an	AUM	revenue	model?
	No	planned	changes 64.43%
	Will	convert	from	AUM	to	flat	fees 11.08%
	Will	convert	AUM	to	subscription	fees 3.83%
	Will	convert	from	AUM	to	hourly 0.68%
	Will	move	to	a	combination	of	fees 19.97%

 Are you experiencing “fee compression” as you
	set	fees	for	clients?

No: 83.51%
Yes: 16.49%

 Finally, to get a direct look at the trends, we 
asked two significant questions.  First, in the past five 
years, have the respondents converted a high num-
ber of their clients from AUM to a different revenue 
model?  The overwhelming response was: no, which 
suggests that any trend away from AUM fees has been 
slow—so far.

 But what about the next five years?  Are there 
plans to shift away from an AUM revenue model to 
one of the alternatives?  Here, we see a snapshot of 
what may become a future trend.  Only 64.43% of the 
respondents anticipate making no changes.  11.08% 
expect to change from AUM to a flat fee retainer mod-
el, while just under 20% will create a more flexible 
“combination” fee schedule for their clients.

 The last question in this section addresses 
an issue that has become somewhat controversial in 
the advisor space, where some media commentators 
have asserted (largely without supporting evidence) 
that the profession will experience fee compression, 
while advisors have said they see no sign of it.  When 
asked this question directly (Are you experiencing “fee 
compression” as you set fees for clients?), 83.51% an-
swered no.  But a significant 16.49% report they ARE 
experiencing fee compression.  Is this, too, a trend?
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Part 3: What’s Your Time Worth?

	Does	your	firm	track	the	time	spent	by	staff	
	to	determine	your	internal	costs	to	service	clients?

No: 80.79%
Yes: 19.21%

	Do	you	track	staff	time?
							Those	who	charge	AUM:

No: 82.61%
Yes: 17.39%

							Those	who	do	NOT	charge	AUM:
No: 69.44%
Yes: 30.56%

If advisory firms DID want to shift from an AUM fee model—where determining their compensation is a 
simple multiplication exercise—to one of the more complicated models, it would require them to better cal-
culate their internal costs of service.  If they moved to an hourly model, they’d need to know the value of an 

hour of their time, and the value of an associate advisor’s time who may also be working on the case.
 Interestingly, this would also be true if an advisory firm were to shift to flat retainer fees or subscription 
fees.  Advisors would need to understand the internal cost for servicing a relatively simple (“C”), median (“B”) 
and complex (“A”) client, so the firm can add appropriate profit margins and set their fees.
 But there has been very little research telling us what an advisor’s time is worth.  This section is an 
attempt to determine what advisors, themselves, believe they are worth, per hour, even if they don’t currently 
charge that way.

 To start, we asked whether the firm tracks the 
time spent by staff, as a way to understand those inter-
nal costs.  The reader can see that more than 80% of 
the survey respondents do NOT track their time—cur-
rently, at least.  

 Breaking these responses down in a logical 
way, we learned that more than 82% of advisors who 
charge AUM (whether or not they assess under a 
blended fee model, or charge differently for different 
clients) do not track their staff time.  But interesting-
ly, more than 30% of those who do NOT charge via 
AUM—who charge by the hour, by flat fee “retain-
ers,” monthly subscriptions or some combination of all 
of these—do track the time they and their staff spends 
on client (and perhaps other) work.  
 Time tracking would appear to be a necessary 
first step toward moving away from the AUM model.
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							What	would	be	an	appropriate
		hourly	value	for	a	company	principal
								or	senior	advisor?	(full	sample)
							Median	response: $300
							Full	sample	range: $25-$1,500

Value %	responses
Less	than	$100 0.54%

$100 0.65%
$125 0.65%
$150 3.25%

$175-$200 1.95%
$200 6.07%

$215-$225 1.08%
$225-$250 0.43%

$250 22.86%
$250-$275 0.22%
275-$300 4.12%
$300 20.80%
$325 1.19%
$350 9.32%

$360-$375 0.22%
$375-$400 1.52%

$400 9.43%
$425 1.19%
$450 1.84%
$475 0.00%
$500 9.75%
$525 0.00%
$550 0.43%
$575 0.11%
$600 1.08%
$625 0.00%
$650 0.11%
$675 0.00%
$700 0.00%
$725 0.00%
$750 0.33%

More	than	$750 0.76%

 We attempted to determine the value of an 
hour of a senior advisor’s or founder’s time in the 
most straightforward possible way: we asked the sur-
vey respondents to give us a figure.  This figure, it was 
made clear, did not require them to actually charge for 
hours of their time; they were merely being asked to 
tell us what they would bill clients if they did bill by 
the hour.

 As you can see from the rather long chart on 
the right, the median response from the full sample 
was $300 per hour.  But the range of responses was 
quite large: one advisor said that he/she would value 
his/her time at $25 an hour, while another, at the high 
end, self-valued at $1,500 an hour.

 The chart shows the percentage of total re-
sponses for each value, and it’s easy to see that most 
advisors chose round numbers.  The most popular 
responses are set in bold: $250 an hour (22.86% of the 
total); $300 (20.80%); $350 (9.32%); $400 (9.43%) 
and $500 (9.75%).  Very few put their value anywhere 
along the long tails above $500 or below $250.

 The wide range of self-reported value may re-
flect some confusion about the value of an advisor, but 
more likely it also reflects the fact that some advisors 
are more experienced, better-trained, more dynamic 
or more knowledgeable than others.  It’s possible that 
three-quarters of a percent of the advisors in the sam-
ple really ARE worth more than $750 per hour of their 
time.
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								What	would	be	an	appropriate
									hourly	value	for	an	associate
															advisor?	(full	sample)
							Median	response: $175
							Full	sample	range: $15-$800

Value %	responses
Less	than	$50 0.76%

$50 1.08%
$50-$75 0.22%
$75 2.16%

$75-$100 0.65%
$100 9.31%

$100-$125 0.43%
$125 7.36%

$125-$150 0.22%
$150 22.94%

$150-$175 0.65%
$175 8.23%

$175-$200 1.73%
$200 18.72%
$215 0.22%
$225 1.95%

$225-$250 0.32%
$250 14.39%
$275 0.87%

$275-$300 0.22%
$300 4.44%
$325 0.00%
$350 0.65%
$375 0.11%
$400 0.22%
$425 0.11%
$450 0.43%
$475 0.00%
$500 1.19%

More	than	$500 0.43%

 We conducted the same exercise for associate 
advisors, and here (see: right) the median response 
was $175 an hour, with (once again) a wide sample 
range of, in this case, $15 to $800 an hour.  

 Here again, we’ve highlighted the most popu-
lar responses: $150 an hour (22.94% of the sample); 
$175 (8.23%); $200 (18.72%) and $250 (14.39%). 
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							What	is	the	difference	between
						the	hourly	value	of	an	associate
					vs.	a	senior	advisor?	(full	sample)
							Median	response: $100
							Full	sample	range: $0-$500

Value %	responses
$0 15.08%

$10-$50 1.57%
$50 7.05%

$60-$75 1.37%
$75 6.37%

$80-$100 0.49%
$100 21.35%

$105-$125 1.18%
$125 6.27%

$130-$150 0.69%
$150 13.81%

$160-$175 0.20%
$175 2.55%

$180-$200 0.29%
$200 8.42%

$205-$225 0.20%
$225 1.37%

$235-$250 0.10%
$250 5.09%
$275 0.69%
$300 3.04%
$325 0.29%
$350 1.18%
$375 0.20%
$400 0.49%

Over	$400 0.69%

 Since we had the data in hand, we also thought 
it might be interesting to compare the hourly value that 
each of the respondents placed on the senior advisor or 
founder with the value they placed on their associate 
advisor.  The idea here is to help advisory firms set 
their rate for the senior advisor, and then look at the ta-
ble to see how much less (if at all) they would bill for 
the time of their associate advisors.  

 The median response—the difference between 
billing rates for senior and associate advisors—was 
$100, with once again a very wide sample range, from 
$0 (an hour of the senior and associate advisor’s time 
would be valued equally) to a disparity of $500.  

 Yet again, we’ve bolded the most popular 
answers: $0 was surprisingly popular, with 15.08% 
of the sample; $100 an hour was favored by 21.35% 
of the respondents, and the other popular differences 
were $150 (13.81% of the sample); and $200 (8.42%).
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								Demographic	breakdowns	of	Sr.	advisor	value
	Median:	advisors	1-5	years	experience:	 $300
	Median:	advisors	6-8	years	experience:	 $300
	Median:	advisors	9-10	years	experience:	 $300
	Median:	advisors	11-15	years	experience:	 $300
	Median:	advisors	16-20	years	experience:	 $300
	Median:	advisors	20+	years	experience:	 $300

	Median	for	fee-only	advisors: $300
	Median	for	dually-registered	advisors: $300
	Median	for	brokerage/wirehouse	reps: $250

			Do	larger	firms	assign	more	value	to	senior	planners?
Estimated	Annual	Revenues Median

$100,000-$250,000 $250
$250,000-$500,000 $300
$500,000-$1	million $300

$1-2	million $300
$2-3	million $300
$3-4	million $300
$4-5	million $350
$5+	million $300

	Do	larger	firms	assign	more	value	to	associate	planners?
Estimated	Annual	Revenues Median

$100,000-$250,000 $150
$250,000-$500,000 $150
$500,000-$1	million $175

$1-2	million $200
$2-3	million $200
$3-4	million $180
$4-5	million $175
$5+	million $175

 Do advisors with more experience set a higher 
value on the senior advisor’s time than less-experiened 
advisors do?  Do fee-only advisors believe their value 
is higher or lower than their dually-registered peers?  
Are larger firms more likely to assign more or less 
value to their senior and associate advisors than their 
smaller peers?
 The next set of charts is a breakdown that 
attempts to answer these questions, and the reader 
is warned that an inspection of them is likely to be a 
bit anticlimactic.  Advisors at all levels of experience 
reported a median $300 hourly value for a senior advi-
sor—the same across the board.
 Fee-only and dually-registered advisors also 
reported a median value of their time at $300 an hour, 
while wirehouse brokers estimated their value at $250 
an hour.

 The next chart offers a bit more variety.  The 
top half shows the median value of a senior planner 
for firms of different sizes, and the lower half shows 
the same information for associate planners.  Again, 
this was calculated by taking all advisors who reported 
working at firms of each size, and then looking at the 
values each of them assigned to their senior and asso-
ciate advisors, and calculating the median.  The reader 
can see that the median value of a senior advisor at the 
smallest firms finally provides a deviation from the 
norm: $250 an hour, compared with $300 at all firms 
except those with $4-5 million in revenues ($350).  
 The value of associate advisors offered a 
bit more range, from a median $150 an hour for the 
smallest firm categories, to $175 an hour for firms 
with revenues between $500,000 and $1 million, up 
to $200 an hour for firms with between $1 million and 
$3 million in revenues, and then, inexplicably, tailing 
back down to $175 an hour at the largest firms.
 Does this make sense in the real world?  One 
might have expected that more experienced advisors 
would assign more value to their hourly labors than 
less experienced advisors.  A closer look at the data 
shows that the spectrum of self-assigned value does 
tend to lean a bit higher for advisors with 16+ years of 
experience than their less-experienced peers, but the 
difference is not great enough to change the median 
value.  
 Advisors reading this will have to determine 
for themselves whether their time is worth more or 

less than what would appear to be a broad industry 
standard of $300 an hour, and whether their associate 
advisors should be valued above or below the medians 
for different size firms in the last table.
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Part 4: AUM Fee Structures

The last part of the Inside Information fee survey instrument focused on AUM fees; that is, the percentage 
of assets that the respondents whose revenue model includes AUM fees were charging their clients.  This 
was, as we’ve seen earlier, the great majority of the survey participants, so this data is reasonably robust.  

What is the difference between the fee structure for small portfolios vs. much larger ones?  Is there a significant 
fee difference between advisors who have more or less experience, or who work at larger or smaller firms? 

 Before we turn to the results, a word of caution is in order.  The way the questions were phrased, the 
survey sought to find the AUM percentage assessed on portfolios of different sizes, rather than where the break-
points existed.  Thus, if an advisor charges 1% on the first $1 million and 0.5% on the second million, the ‘right’ 
answer for a $2 million portfolio would have been 0.75%.  This was deemed to be a more direct way of asking a 
straightforward question, rather than trying to delve into a myriad of breakpoint structures in the marketplace.

												AUM	Fee	Spectrum	for	Various	Size	Portfolios
$250,000 $500,000 $1	Million $2	Million $5	Million

0.25%	or	less 0.12% 0.12% 0.68% 1.25% 4.56%
0.30% 0.00% 0.00% 0.46% 1.25% 2.96%
0.40% 0.61% 0.93% 1.25% 1.70% 7.53%
0.50% 1.94% 2.91% 4.56% 9.74% 18.81%
0.60% 1.21% 2.21% 4.33% 6.91% 18.70%
0.70% 3.76% 3.61% 8.21% 15.18% 22.92%
0.80% 3.76% 6.64% 13.80% 21.86% 15.51%
0.90% 5.22% 7.93% 12.31% 18.46% 3.31%
1.00% 42.60% 44.99% 41.62% 18.46% 4.45%
1.10% 4.00% 7.11% 4.45% 1.93% 0.46%
1.20% 17.11% 11.54% 4.68% 1.47% 0.46%
1.30% 5.22% 4.90% 1.48% 0.68% 0.00%
1.40% 1.33% 1.17% 0.34% 0.45% 0.11%
1.50% 9.47% 4.66% 1.48% 0.45% 0.23%

	above	1.5% 3.64% 1.28% 0.34% 0.23% 0.00%

 With that caveat in mind, turn to the first table 
(below), which shows the spectrum of fees that the 
survey respondents charge, as a percentage of client 
portfolios.  Along the top you can see the different size 
portfolios, while along the side you see the percentage 
size of the fee.  The numbers in the central cells are 
the percentage of the total respondents who choose 
that particular AUM fee level.
 So you can see, for example, that very few 
advisors (0.12% of the total) charge 0.25% or less for 
portfolios of $250,000 or (next square over) portfolios 

amounting to $500,000.  But if you go across the row, 
you see that ‘0.25% or less’ becomes a much more 
popular option for $5 million portfolios, reported by 
4.56% of the survey participants.
 The numbers going down the columns should 
not be a great surprise; for the smallest portfolios, $1 
million and under, by far the most popular individual 
AUM fee is 1% (the most popular response is set in 
bold font), with a long tail that peters out going up and 
down from there.  For client portfolios of $2 million 
and $5 million, the most popular responses are 0.80% 

and 0.70% respectively.  
Overall, as you move from 
the left to the right of the 
table, you find that, unsur-
prisingly, more advisors are 
charging more (on a percent-
age basis) to manage smaller 
portfolios, and less (again as 
a percentage) on larger ones.  
The reader is invited to com-
pare your own fee structure 
with these, and see whether 
you fall in the upper or lower 
ranges, or if you’re in general 
agreement with the medians.
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Median	AUM	Fee	Broken	 																																												Portfolio	size
Down	by	Business	Model $250,000 $500,000 $1	Million $2	Million $5	Million

Fee-Only 1.00% 1.00% 0.90% 0.80% 0.60%
Dually-Registered 1.10% 1.00% 1.00% 0.80% 0.70%

Brokerage/Wirehouse 1.00% 1.00% 0.90% 0.80% 0.70%
																									%	whose	minimums	are	higher	than	this

$250,000 $500,000 $1	Million $2	Million $5	Million
Fee-Only 8.82% 2.83% 0.91% 0.87% 0.00%

Dually-Registered 3.00% 1.34% 1.00% 1.00% 0.00%
Brokerage/Wirehouse 11.11% 5.56% 5.56% 0.00% 0.00%

Median	AUM	Fee	Broken	 																																												Portfolio	size
Down	by	Years	of	Experience $250,000 $500,000 $1	Million $2	Million $5	Million

1-5	years	 1.00% 1.00% 0.90% 0.80% 0.70%
6-8	years		 1.00% 1.00% 0.90% 0.80% 0.60%
9-10	years		 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 0.80% 0.60%
11-15	years		 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 0.80% 0.60%
16-20	years		 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 0.80% 0.70%
20+	years		 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 0.80% 0.60%

																									%	whose	minimums	are	higher	than	this
$250,000 $500,000 $1	Million $2	Million $5	Million

1-5	years	 7.41% 3.57% 3.57% 3.57% 0.00%
6-8	years		 5.56% 2.78% 2.70% 0.00% 0.00%
9-10	years		 10.81% 8.11% 2.78% 0.00% 0.00%
11-15	years		 2.94% 1.98% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
16-20	years		 7.41% 2.94% 1.47% 1.47% 0.00%
20+	years		 7.30% 4.52% 1.27% 1.26% 0.00%

 In the next tables, we looked at whether the 
median AUM fee for different size portfolios was dif-
ferent for advisors who reported as fee-only vs. dual-
ly-registered or wirehouse, for advisors with different 
years of experience or advisors with different size 
firms.  

 The business model chart suggests that there 
is general agreement around 1% of AUM for smaller 
portfolios, and then it appears that fee-only advisors 
have a tendency to charge slightly less for portfolios 
of larger size.  Some readers might conclude (we think 
accurately) that the differences are rather trivial.

 The same is generally true for advisors who 
have different levels of experience; there was general 
agreement on AUM fees across the spectrum.
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Median	AUM	Fee	Broken	 																																												Portfolio	size
Down	by	Size	of	Firm	(annual	revenues) $250,000 $500,000 $1	Million $2	Million $5	Million

$100,000-$250,000 1.00% 1.00% 0.80% 0.70% 0.60%
$250,000-$500,000 1.00% 1.00% 0.70% 0.60% 0.60%
$500,000-$1	million 1.00% 1.00% 0.90% 0.80% 0.60%

$1-2	million 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 0.80% 0.70%
$2-3	million 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 0.90% 0.70%
$3-4	million 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 0.80% 0.60%
$4-5	million 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 0.90% 0.70%
$5+	million 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 0.90% 0.70%

																									%	whose	minimums	are	higher	than	this
$250,000 $500,000 $1	Million $2	Million $5	Million

$100,000-$250,000 4.04% 1.98% 1.00% 0.98% 0.00%
$250,000-$500,000 3.57% 1.43% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
$500,000-$1	million 6.52% 2.17% 0.54% 0.54% 0.00%

$1-2	million 5.38% 1.60% 1.06% 1.06% 0.00%
$2-3	million 11.70% 7.45% 2.13% 1.06% 0.00%
$3-4	million 9.68% 6.45% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
$4-5	million 3.23% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
$5+	million 12.50% 8.33% 5.00% 2.50% 0.00%

 There was also surprisingly little variation in 
median AUM fee structures across advisory firms of 
different size.  The only meaningful difference seems 
to be that advisors with the smallest firms tend to 
assess lower fees for portfolios of $2 million or more, 

while advisors at larger firms tend to charge 10-20 ba-
sis points more for larger client portfolios.  In general, 
it appears that there is considerably more consensus 
among AUM fees than is generally realized by market 
commentators and columnists.

 Let’s turn for a moment to the bottom part of 
each of these graphs, titled “% whose minimums are 
higher than this.”  
 When the survey asked advisors to list their 
AUM fees, we offered, for each size portfolio, an 
option which read: “I don’t work with clients of this 
size.”  This was initially designed to allow advisors 
whose minimums are, say, $1 million to be able to 
give a response regarding, say, $500,000 portfoli-
os.  But the question turns out to have provided quite 
valuable information for the readers of this survey.  
This bottom half of each chart shows the percentage 
of advisors, broken out by years of experience, busi-
ness model and firm size, who don’t work with clients 
whose portfolios are “only” $250,000, or $500,000, 
$1 million etc.  This gives us a picture of the account 

minimums of different advisory firms.
 As the reader knows, there has been quite a lot 
of talk about advisory firms that impose these “mini-
mums” on clients, and those minimums have generally 
been thought to be either $500,000 or $1 million; that 
is, if a prospect has less than that amount of investible 
assets, he or she would be turned away by the advisory 
firm.  (More likely referred to a local advisor with a 
lower minimum.)
 But if you look at the numbers at the bottom 
of each of the charts, you see that, for example, just 
8.82% of fee-only advisors would turn away an indi-
vidual with a relatively small $250,000 portfolio, and 
only 3.00% of dually-registered advisors would do 
the same.  That number drops to 2.83% and 1.34%, 
respectively, for portfolios of $500,000, which means 
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that, despite volumes written on the topic, the vast ma-
jority of advisors would not turn away potential clients 
with small portfolios.
 When those numbers are broken down by years 
of experience and size of the firm, you see that even 
the very most exclusionary advisors in the survey—
those with 9-10 years of experience or firms with $2-3 
million in annual revenues—are 90% ready to take 
on a client with a $250,000 portfolio.  (That is, only 
11.70% report that this is below their minimums.)

 The outlier here is the largest firms, with 
more than $5 million in revenues, but even there only 
12.50% of these advisory firms would turn away a per-
son with $250,000, and only 8.33% have minimums 
above $500,000.  It would be very interesting to know  
what this data would show for $100,000 portfolios.
 The conclusion here is that the portfolio mini-
mum issue is much talked about, but when actual data 
is collected, advisory firms are willing to take on less 
wealthy clients at unexpectedly high rates.
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Summary and Conclusions

Amid a great many charts and quite a lot of data, it is appropriate to stop and ask: what have we actually 
learned here?
 In the first section, we have determined what might be considered the profession wide standard 

cost of an initial financial plan: between $2,500 and $3,000, and that the median time spent on the plan is 10 
hours, broken down between a senior advisor and one or more associate advisors.
 It is doubtful that this reflects the full internal cost of producing that initial plan, and that most advisory 
firms—though certainly not all—regard the work they do for a client as they onboard him or her is a loss leader 
whose sunk costs will be made up over the life of the relationship.  This suspicion is confirmed by the fact that 
almost half of the respondents of the survey charge nothing at all for the up-front work they do with new clients.

 In the second section, we found, not surpris-
ingly, that just under 73% of the advisory firms that 
participated in the survey rely primarily on AUM 
fees as their revenue model.  But we suspect that this 
number would have been at least in the mid-80s five 
years ago.  Moreover, we found that just under 14% 
of advisory firms do not charge AUM fees at all.  This 
appears to reflect a trend away from AUM, albeit in 
the very early stages.
 Further evidence of this trend came when we 
found that only 37% of advisory firms are charging 
only AUM fees for their clients; the remainder have 
developed combination revenue models.  The most 
popular is AUM plus quarterly or monthly flat “retain-
er” fees, and the survey provided some evidence that 
this bifurcation of fee models has been adopted as a 
way to service younger or less wealthy clients.  When 
asked directly, roughly a third of the participants antic-
ipate making changes to their revenue model,

 In the third section, we found that there is 
little direct agreement on the value of an advisor’s 
time (a wide spectrum of results), but in general the 
data coalesced around what might become an industry 
standard of $300 an hour for an experienced advisor, 
and $175 an hour for an associate advisor.  Since most 
participants in the survey don’t charge by the hour or 
track their time, it is hard to know how much weight 
to give these numbers.

 In the fourth section, we found confirmation 
of the industry adage that advisory firms generally 
charge 1% of client portfolios—up to $1 million, at 
which point break points take the percentage fee down 

an average of 10 basis points per additional million.  
However, once again there was a wide dispersion of 
responses and very long tails around these medians.
 And we found that few advisory firms turn 
away clients with even relatively small $250,000 port-
folios, despite entire articles decrying their exclusion-
ary practices.

 Overall, perhaps the most surprising data to 
come from the survey is how similarly advisors with 
different levels of experience, different revenue mod-
els and different size firms charge their clients.  The 
median figures, across all four sections, failed to show 
that, for instance, more experienced advisors were 
more likely to charge more for their services or assign 
more value to themselves, or that larger firms were 
charging higher AUM fees or assigning a higher value 
to their senior and associate advisors.  The median 
AUM fees were very similar however we sliced the 
demographic data.
 This suggests another trend.  Some years ago, 
there seemed to be very little agreement on how an 
advisory firm would charge a client, or how much.  
Today, we appear to be approaching the adoption of 
professional standard pricing, even if it only shows up 
clearly in the median figures.

 Readers will no doubt parse the data and come 
to their own conclusions about whether this survey has 
uncovered trends.  More importantly, they will have 
the opportunity to compare themselves to their peers 
around the profession, and perhaps see better ways to 
price their services, or at least re-evaluate their current 
pricing model(s). 
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